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Abstract

One of the more remarkable aspects of the distribution of Roman Republican coinage is the vast quantities of these coins recovered from the territory of Romania, roughly ancient Dacia. Yet more remarkable is the evidence for the contemporary copying of these coins in a manner which makes the identification of them as copies extremely difficult. Obviously, some estimation of the date of these copies, and the proportion of the Dacian assemblage which are copies, is essential in any attempt to interpret their significance in social and economic terms. In order to provide some answers to these questions, an archaeometallurgical project was organised by the author. The project sampled some 200 coins from Romania, and UK museums, which were then analysed using atomic absorption spectrometry. The statistical analysis of this data, after some initial success, proved a difficult task. This paper reviews the analyses, problems and solutions, with particular emphasis on the use of kernel density estimates in the examination and interpretation of bivariate scattergrams and maps from principal components analysis.

1 Introduction

The analysis and graphical representation of large complex data sets is a problem that has been addressed in many ways with varying degrees of success. Data reduction methods, such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) or Correspondence Analysis (CA) are often very successful but can still suffer from crowded plots. Use of colour helps to discern structure in the data, such as groups, (Scollar et al 1993) but is not a perfect solution. Plotting boundaries on scatter plots or maps, perhaps derived from the results of a PCA or CA, has also been used (e.g., Goldberg and Iglewicz 1992), along with two-dimensional variations on the box-plot (Becketti and Gould 1987). Many of these methods suffer, however, from a prior assumption that the underlying distribution is regular, e.g., elliptical. In many cases, this assumption is false. An alternative is the use of Kernel Density Estimates (KDEs) which can be used to plot two dimensional 'contour plots' on bivariate maps (e.g., Bowman and Foster 1993). The application of KDEs to archaeological problems was first suggested by Baxter and Beardah (1995) who have also developed routines in matlab to perform these analyses (Beardah and Baxter 1996b), and published a number of papers on their application in archaeology (Baxter and Beardah 1996; Beardah and Baxter 1996a; Baxter et al 1997; see also Baxter, this volume and Beardah, this volume).

The aim of this short paper is to present an example of the use of these routines in the analysis of a complex data set, and to suggest some desiderata for the future. A fuller publication of all aspects of the statistical methodology employed and the lessons learnt will be published elsewhere. The final report on the project is to be submitted to the Romanian journal Dacia. This paper will not consider the statistical theory behind the method for which the reader is referred to the excellent book by Wand and Jones (1995).

2 The problem

One of the many remarkable aspects of the numismatic history of the late Iron Age in Romania is the evidence for the copying of Roman Republican coins by the native population. Evidence for this, in the form of coin dies, cast coins and die links, indicate the presence of these copies, but the scale of the copying has been disputed. This is because the copies are so exact that normal methods of identification cannot supply an answer (see Lockyear 1996b for a full discussion of the problem).

Obviously, the significance of these copies in the development of late Iron Age society in the region is largely dependent on what proportion of the coin assemblage are genuine Roman coins, and what proportion are locally made copies. The main influx of Roman denarii into the region was between c. 75 and c. 65 BC. A logical context for these copies would therefore be immediately after that date (Lockyear 1996a).

In order to estimate the proportion of copies in the total assemblage, a programme of archaeometallurgical analysis was instigated by the author in collaboration with Mathew Ponting, Clive Orton, and Gheorghe Poenaru-Bordea. In May 1992, 178 samples were obtained from denarii, tetrodrachms of Thasos, and from two silver bars found with the Stâncuţa hoard (STN; Preda 1958). Amongst the denarii sampled were known imitations, cast and struck copies2. Details of the hoards and samples are given in Table 1. Subsequently, comparative material from the Ashmolean and the British Museum was sampled. The samples were analysed by Matthew Ponting using atomic absorption spectrometry and the data passed to myself for statistical analysis. A preliminary batch of 30 coins was analysed in 1992 (Lockyear and Ponting 1993), and the remaining coins in 1994-5.

The first batch of samples were analysed using a single solution method which proved to be problematic; the second batch, therefore, was analysed using a two solution method. Three samples from the first batch were re-analysed in the second batch.
Table 1. Romanian hoards sampled May 1992.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hoard</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zibrani</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ZAT; Chitescu 1981, no. 215</td>
<td>early hoard in Muntenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poiana</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Irc; Chitescu 1981, no. 148</td>
<td>hoard from major settlement in Moldavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imitations</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Chitescu 1981, nos. 11, 28, 64, 67, 165, 239</td>
<td>unprovenance, for comparison to hoard material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papişti</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>in preparation</td>
<td>3 tetradracmes of Thasos, by request of Poenan-Bordea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bieaza</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>BRZ; Poenani Borda ia Şirbu 1971; Chitescu 1981, no. 29</td>
<td>contains cast copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stâncea</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>STR; Ploieşti 1958; Chitescu 1981, no. 188</td>
<td>mixed hoard of tetradracmes, denarii and silver bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voineşti</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>VOR; Şirbu 1978, p. 90, no. 4</td>
<td>by request of C. Şirbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poroschâa</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>PRS; Chitescu 1980; Chitescu 1981, no. 154</td>
<td>contained possible copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ţesca Mică</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>SEL; Floca 1956; Chitescu 1981, no. 193</td>
<td>hoard from Transylvania, used by Crawford in RRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Romanian hoards sampled May 1992. Bucureşti lot. Not published in detail and therefore contents not listed in the CHRR database.

3 Analysis

The data analysis had a number of stages:

1. Data cleaning;
2. Univariate analysis using dot-plots and summary statistics;
3. Comparison of elements to the date of minting;
4. Bivariate analysis using scattergrams and KDE ‘contour’ plots;
5. Multivariate analysis using PCA, the results of which were plotted on a map along with contours derived from KDE;
6. Estimation of the number of copies per hoard using the results from 5.

This paper will concentrate on stages 4 and 5, but will first summarise briefly the other stages.

3.1 Stages 1-3

The data initially required some checking and cleaning to remove erroneous data points and measurements, to identify analyses undertaken on very small samples, etc. To do this the data were converted from a series of excel spreadsheets to a relational database structure. To account for variable sample size a dual method of estimating missing data values was used (Lockyear 1996b, 410-15).

One of the major problems with the data set is that the silver alloy used is extremely pure. This meant that although some 13 elements were looked for, very few were detectable in the majority of cases. The univariate analyses used both summary statistics (Lockyear 1996b, Table 14.9), and dot-plots (Lockyear 1996b, Figs. 14.9-14.17) to examine each element individually, and specific coins which appeared unusual on this basis were noted. These analyses identified one of the coins from the Ashmolean Museum as being a copy! This was a timely reminder that simply because a coin comes from a UK museum does not mean it is necessarily genuine.

Of the elements looked for, only five had sufficient measurements above the detection limit for further analysis. Of these, silver formed over 93% of 75% of the coins. In order to avoid problems of closure (Aitchison 1986)—that is the fact that the all the percentages sum, obviously, to 100—this element was dropped from all subsequent analyses. This left four elements: copper (Cu), lead (Pb), gold (Au) and bismuth (Bi). Each of these elements were plotted against the date of the coins (Lockyear 1996b, 421-24) to test for possible temporal trends in the data. There was the slightest hint that copper levels may have increased from 157 to 50 BC, but otherwise no temporal patterning was detected.

3.2 Stage 4 - bivariate analysis

Two bivariate scattergrams were constructed; one of the two major elements (Cu v. Pb) and one of the two minor elements (Au v. Bi). The use of multiple symbols allowed some grouping to be seen in the plots, e.g., the cast coins from Breaza (BRZ) fall into a small group, but the pattern is far from clear (Fig. 1). It would seem that the copies generally have higher levels of
copper and/or lead, and that most UK museum coins have low levels of these elements, but the separation is not clear cut.

In order to make the division between known copies, UK museum coins (assumed to be mainly genuine) and the remainder of the denarii clearer, a number of KDE contour plots were created — see Figure 2 for an example. These plots were created with the kdedemo2 set of macros for matlab which will be discussed in section 4.1. The package offers four different kernel functions and a variety of methods for estimating the value of the bandwidth h; this procedure is analogous to selecting the bin-width when constructing a histogram (Beardah and Baxter 1996b). These different options were tried, but the 'best' results, judged solely on visual criteria, were obtained by using the recommended options of the normal kernel and using the Sheather-Jones method of selecting h (called ‘solve-the-equation 2’ in the kdedemo2 package).

Figure 2. Kernel density estimate percentage contour plot, 85, 95 and 100% contour lines for: all samples (dotted), UK museums (solid) and cast/struck copies (dashed). Sample 191 omitted. Cu v. Pb. Crosses mark location of cast/struck copies.

Figure 3 plots the 85%, 95% and 100% contour levels for the three groups of coins. In lay terms, the 85% ‘contour’ line for copies contains 85% of the data points for those copies whilst maximising the density of data points within that line. This principle obviously applies to each line/group. It can be clearly seen from the figure that there is good separation between the UK museum coins (bottom left) and two groups of copies. These two groups represent the cast coins from Breaza (the right-hand group) and the struck copies from Poroschia (left-hand group). There is a slight overlap with one copy lying on the edge of the main group of UK coins, and three UK coins lying away from that main group. It is important to note that there are many other 'unknown' denarii that lie outside the main UK group, interspersed and surrounding the copies. Similar patterning was observed with the two minor elements.

3.3 Stage 5 - the multivariate analysis

Success with the bivariate plots suggested that a multivariate analysis might increase the separation between groups. PCA was performed on the data set using the same four elements. The analysis was performed using a correlation matrix and the first two axes ‘explained’ 59.1% of the variation in the data.
The difficulty now was to divide the unclassified *denarii* from Romania into two classes: those which are probably copies and those which are probably genuine. To do this the *denarii* were divided into four groups. These groups were labelled ‘core’, ‘penumbra’, ‘outside’ and ‘far-out’. The first group, the core coins, consisted of all coins which lay within the main 95% contour line for the UK museum material in Figure 4. The far-out group consisted of all coins which had a score of >0.5 on the first principal axis and >1.15 or <-0.35 on the second. These limits excluded all UK museum coins. The three coins analysed twice (see section 2) showed a 0.25-0.31 difference in their co-ordinates, mainly on the first principal axis. The coins that were left were therefore divided into the penumbra category which included all coins within 0.31 of the main 95% UK coin contour, and the outside group which were all coins that lay outside that band but within the limits set for the far-out category. A number of observations can be made about the composition of these four groups. Firstly, only a single UK museum coin lies in the far-out category, and a further coin in the out-side category. In the case of the former (coin no. 181) this is the copy identified as such by the univariate analyses discussed above. Of the cast coins from Breaza, all lie in the far-out category, but the struck coins from Poroschia mainly lie in the penumbra or outside categories. The imitations occur in most groups including the core group.

### 3.4 Stage 6 - estimating totals of copies

The final stage was to estimate the number of copies per hoard. To do this I decided to use the number of coins in the far-out category as the number of copies. No doubt some of the coins in this group are in fact genuine, but there is also a likelihood that some of the coins in the core category are copies as shown by the fact that some of the imitations have the same metallurgical composition as the main mass of points.

Estimates and confidence intervals were obtained using the method outlined by Shennan (1988) for those hoards where enough samples were taken. For the remainder the confidence limits were obtained from Table P of Rohlf and Sokal (1995). For the Șescia Mică (SE) hoard 16 coins from the 44 sampled fell in the far-out category giving an estimate of 36.3% with 95% confidence limits of ±12.4%. This seems remarkably high. Taking an ultra-conservative view and only accepting coins with very high copper levels we still get six copies, giving us 13.6% ± 8.8%. For Poroschia (PRS) 30 coins from 62 were in the far-out category giving us a figure of 48% ± 11%, or 16% ± 8% if we take the ultra-conservative line. Similar figures were obtained from the other hoards.

From this it can be seen that although the precise level of copying is still very unclear, and will become the subject of a future project, it can no longer be sustained that the level of copying in the region was minimal and insignificant (cf. Crawford 1980; Crawford 1985). This phenomenon appears to be a major part of the numismatic history of the region, and certainly reflects important political and social developments at that time.

### 4 Discussion

#### 4.1 The kdedemo2 package

The kdedemo2 set of macros for matlab were written by Beardah and Baxter (1996a; Beardah and Baxter 1996b). These macros were downloaded from Nottingham Trent University in April 1996 and were run on a UNIX workstation although they would work equally well on a Windows-based PC. They are available via Internet Archaeology.

A few comments about matlab and these macros are appropriate here. Firstly, the PostScript produced by matlab is not true encapsulated PostScript and required some manual editing by the author before the plots were usable by other packages. Secondly, the differences between line types were sometimes poorly rendered on the printed plots. As regards the kdedemo2 macros, these were easy to use and very powerful. One facility which the author would have liked was the ability to calculate/plot the contours for one group, and then list the data-points which lay outside that contour from a second group; facilities were provided to list outliers from a single group. It is possible, however, to obtain this information direct from matlab (Beardah pers comm.). Also, a check box to force matlab to create true maps where x = y , essential in the plotting of the results of CA, would be useful.

The division of the coins into the four categories was undertaken manually from the plots and other data. The additional features suggested for the kdedemo2 macros would have made this task easier, and it is hoped that they might be implemented at a later date. A more experienced user of matlab would have been able to use the full potential of the package to speed-up this task.

#### 4.2 Final comments

From the above it can be seen that KDEs are a powerful exploratory tool, particularly when used with PCA or CA of complex data sets. The method enabled the successful investigation of the problem. In terms of the current example, it
would be useful if some more formal method could be developed which would integrate the metallurgical data along with other information, such as the date of the coin, the weight and the diameter, to provide a estimate of the probability for each coin being a copy. It has been challenging and I hope useful to investigate the different methods, in particular the use of KDEs, by which this very complex data set can be analysed. Nevertheless, the most challenging and interesting question remains to be answered. Why did the Dacians copy Roman Republican denarii?
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Notes

1 All hoards mentioned in this text are accompanied by a three letter code in small capitals. This is a unique identifier used in the author's Coin Hoards of the Roman Republic (CHR) database, and in other publications and allows the precise identification of individual hoards.

2 The cast copies from the Breaza (BRZ) hoard were deliberately selected and therefore have to be left out of any estimation; some coins in the Poroschia (PRS) hoard were suggested by Chîtescu to be copies, but were not deliberately selected for. In 1993, subsequent to sampling but prior to analysis, these coins were positively identified as struck copies by the author on the basis of die-linkage.

3 This method has been called naive but in practice is a robust option and does not suffer from the problems which often occur with the alternatives (see Tangri and Wright 1993 and the reply by Baxter 1993).

4 Note that this plot has been 'clipped' to exclude sample 58 which although included in the calculation of the contour lines, was so extreme it caused the plot to be very compressed.
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